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Summary.-Methods are now available to calculate throughout the speed range the performance of all-moving
wing-tip controls on flat-plate wings in inviscid flow, neglecting the shock waves in the transonic regime. The theory,
with all its limitations, seems likely to predict in broad outline the main features of this type of control, and should
therefore be useful to designers who have hesitated to consider its adoption because of the lack on the one hand of
experimental data and on the other of a reasonable analytical approach to the aerodynamics of the problem.

In this report, therefore, the theory has been developed and assembled in such a way as to be directly applicable
to plan-forms, the spanwise sections of which consist of one segment only, and the case of half-delta controls on the
tips of delta wings has been studied in some detail. Much of the theory applies also to plan-forms the spanwise sections
of which consist, in part, of two or more segments, such as the swallow tail.

A numerical illustration for half-delta controls on a 60-deg delta wing has been used to compare with free-flight
transonic measurements of rolling moment and hinge moment. The agreement is as good as could be expected.

1. I ntroduction.-Some unpublished work has shown that a case can be made for the considera
tion of all-moving wing-tip controls. An examination of the data reveals that while enough is
known about such controls to encourage their use, much needs to be done before sufficient data
exist to make the designer's problem one to be tackled confidently. The accumulation of data
on the experimental side must necessarily take some considerable time, and so it is essential to
consider how far theoretical study of the problem can supplement the experimental work.

In the present paper a start is made by considering the particular case of a delta wing with
half-delta tip controls. The methods of calculation described are of general application, as indeed
are some of the results particularly for the sonic and supersonic speeds.

* RA.E. Report Aero. 2499, received 6th November, 1953.



Available theory enables us to calculate, at any rate approximately, most of the aerodynamic
characteristics of interest. For all speed regimes, subsonic, supersonic, and transonic, the thick
ness of the wing and control is neglected, and the flow assumed to be inviscid. Such sweeping
assumptions were considered justified because we are concerned here with the entire chordwise
load, the whole chord being moved, and thus the problem has more in common with that of the
two-dimensional lift and pitching moment than with that of the two-dimensional flap control.
Experience has shown that these two quantities are much less affected by section shape and
viscosity, than are the flap control characteristics. How far these hopes are realised is discussed
in the concluding paragraphs of the text, where a comparison of the theoretical results and some
experimental data is made throughout the Mach-number range. It should be noted that this
limited comparison is not conclusive, since a number of further assumptions, and approximations
are necessary to represent the conditions of the test. These are discussed in detail in Section 5.

For subsonic speeds the method of Multhopp is used, but alternative theories are mentioned
in Section 2.2, some of which give as much information but others give only the spanwise lift
distribution, and the quantities that can be derived therefrom. For all the subsonic theories
some method of fairing the discontinuous incidence must be formulated. A number of fairings
are considered and their merits briefly discussed. This is a problem to which further consideration
could profitably be given.

The transonic properties are calculated on the basis of an extension of the so-called slender-wing
theory, and the relevant analysis for a wing whose spanwise sections consist of one segment only
(Fig. la) is given in Section 3.

At supersonic speeds the solution is readily obtained, and the pressure distribution is given in
previous work. From these known results the local lift and pitching moment are obtained, as
well as the overall lift, rolling moment, and hinge moments.

2. Subsonic Theory.-2.1. Application of Multhopp's Method to the Problem.-The problem of
the all-moving wing-tip control is in effect the problem of calculating the lift distribution of a
wing with (a) uniform incidence and (b) an incidence which is uniform and finite over the control
span, and zero elsewhere. The incidence in (b) may be symmetrical or antisymmetrical. If we
are prepared to accept the approximation of the flat plate in inviscid flow the method of calculating
lift distribution due to Multhopp' is well suited to the problem as it deals directly with the two
quantities of most interest, namely, the sectional lift and the sectional pitching moment. The
sectional pitching moment is of course readily related to the hinge moment about any given
hinge.

In common with any other lifting-surface theory, that of Multhopp cannot strictly be applied
where there are discontinuities in incidence, and so some fairing of the incidence is advisable.
The problem of what form this fairing should take has been considered to some extent in the
present application, and the findings are noted in a later paragraph.

2.1.1. The scope of Multhopp's method.-In its present form Multhopp's method is designed to
give the sectional lift and moment over a wing, with a rough approximation to the chordwise
pressure distribution.

From a solution for the wing at uniform incidence, we can obtain the local lift-coefficient
slope (all) and the rate of change of the local pitching moment with incidence (mll), and hence
the rate of change with incidence of the local hinge moment (bIZ) if desired. A spanwise integra
tion over the span of the control gives the overall value of bl •

Similarly from a solution with the control only at unit incidence we have the corresponding
derivatives with respect to control deflection, that is, a2 z, m2 Z, and b2•
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From the two sets of derivatives we can obtain the derivative m l , the rate of change of the
pitching moment with respect to control deflection at constant lift coefficient, since

a2 1m 1 = m2 1 -. m1 1 - ·
all

This derivative enters into the calculation of aeroelastic effects.

2.1.2. Methods of fairing the discontinuous incidence.-As indicated earlier, the theory does not
allow of discontinuity of incidence and some fairing to produce a continuous incidence distribution
is necessary, but the question naturally arises as to how this should be done, and the extent to
which different methods affect the results obtained. Multhopp suggests a method of fairing
which depends on the relative location of the end of the control and the nearest pivotal stations.
This method results in no fairing for a control ending halfway between two pivotal stations,
and so the process is not a gradual one as the span of the control changes.

A few solutions of the same configuration with various methods of fairing ranging from no fairing
(which means accepting the fairing implied by the interpolation functions which are a feature
of Multhopp's method) to a fairing extending over the wing semi-span are given in Figs. 9 to 13
and 39. Examination of the results suggests that in the case of moving wing-tip control at any
rate this aspect of the problem needs further investigation.

The effect of the fairing on the calculated loading and aerodynamic centre is clearly
(a) reduced by increase of the number of spanwise pivotal stations
(b) most pronounced in the neighbourhood of the inboard end of the control.

It seems to become less important as the span ratio of the control approaches 50 per cent, but
in this connection it is necessary to note that the fairing is reflected in the loading as illustrated
by Fig. 13, and the curve in Fig. 39 marked 'fairing of NACA TN 2282', which show an
increased load inboard of the control. The same feature is illustrated by a comparison of Figs.
10 and 12.

The above methods of fairing the incidence are arbitrary. A rather more logical method,
can be developed along the lines suggested by De Young in his use of Weissinger's method for
finding the spanwise loading due to a control. The incidence is so arranged as to give agreement
of the approximate lifting-surface theory with an exact solution in the limiting case of a very
slender wing (A~ 0). Work is proceeding on the limiting form of the Multhopp method, but
whilst it is possible to formulate the procedure for calculating the loading of a wing as the aspect
ratio approaches zero, it is not yet clear how far the Multhopp procedure is reliable in dealing
with the limiting case. It may be possible to discuss this aspect of the problem more fully in a
later note.

In the meantime some check on the degree of approximation involved by the fairing is obtained
by comparing results by different methods, and by calculation of the incidence corresponding to
the various solutions at points along the three-quarter chord-line.

2.2. Other Theoretical Methods.-Other lifting-surface theoriesv" can, of course, be applied to
the problem of the wing with an all-moving wing-tip control, and the procedure to be followed
in each case is fairly straightforward, apart from the incidence-fairing problem. Certain of these
theories only yield limited data, and of these the most highly developed is the application of
Weissinger's 7-point method by De Youngv". He constructed charts for the influence functions
which greatly reduce the work involved. His method of fairing the incidence has been mentioned
above, but he calculates the incidence distribution for only a limited number of cases, although
in the Weissinger method the coefficients required in the limiting case of A~ 0 (the r.. coeffi
cients in De Young's notation) are independent of plan-form shape, and so the calculation can
be further pre-digested and put into chart form. It is necessary here to note that the slender-wing
theory as applied by De Young? is probably valid only for wings which are uni-sectional spanwise.
Nevertheless, since additional calculations had to be made for the control-span ratios considered
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here, it is thought worthwhile collecting the data so obtained, and presenting the values of
y/~ (C/o in De Young's notation). The incidence distribution to be used in any specific example
for an outboard aileron can be obtained by substitution of (y/~) from these charts (Figs. 35 and
37) in the following equations of Weissinger's theory:

A ntisymmetrical

~3 = 10.4524 (~) _ 3.6954 (~2)

Symmetrical

~2= _ 2
~

(~) + 5· 6568 (~2) - 2 ([)

_ 1.5308 (~2) + 4.3296 (~1)

1
~ . (1)

(2)

3

«; = L pv"y,,,
n=Oor 1

10·4524 (I) - 3·8284 (I) - 0·2938 (I)
2.0720 (~3) + 5.6568 (~2) _2.3888 (~1)

_ 1.8284 (~2) + 4.3296 (~1) _ 1.7022 (~o) j
0.2242 (~3) _3.1548 (~1) + 4 (~o)

The suffix here refers to the pivotal station in the Multhopp system, that is, numbering from the
centre section as zero (De Young follows Weissinger and numbers from the wing tip).

Having determined the faired-incidence distribution we can, by use of the charts prepared
in Refs. 4 and 5 for the influence functions, Pv", readily set up the system of four equations for
symmetric incidence, or three equations for the antisymmetric incidence (loading known to be
zero at the centre section).

These are

v=0,1,2,3

or 1,2,3

according to the type of incidence distribution. Solution of these equations yields the y distri
bution, which is, of course, all that we can obtain from a Weissinger calculation. The results
for one aileron-wing combination are compared with the Multhopp solution in Fig. 39.

Additional points can be obtained by a process of Fourier interpolation, explained in Ref. 4
for antisymmetric loading, and in Ref. 6 for symmetric loading. Figs. 36, 38 give data additional
to the original references which are useful for the interpolation.

This method gives a quick and probably generally good approximation to the span loading,
the lift, and the rolling moment.

Another method, which yields the same data, albeit not with comparable accuracy, deserves
mention. It is an application by Sivells? of some lifting-line calculations due to Gdaliahu. Since
on the basis of these calculations we can establish equality of the lift and approximate equality
of the moment arising from a lift distribution due to twist, and a certain distribution derived
from that due to uniform incidence, we may assume that these distributions are themselves
approximately equal. This procedure yields simple relationships between the lift distribution
due to twist (symmetric and antisymmetric) and that due to uniform incidence.
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These are modified in Sivells' paper to include approximately the effect of sweep, and are
further assumed to be improved by using the loading due to uniform incidence as determined
either experimentally or by lifting-surface theory.

Evidently the method is not directly applicable to a discontinuous twist distribution, such as
produced by deflection of a wing-tip control. To overcome this, Sivells suggests an arbitrary
elliptic fairing of the incidence extending over the wing semi-span. This he admits is completely
arbitrary and not necessarily the best. Comparison of results based on his method with those
based on the other methods used herein indicates that this fairing is not particularly successtul
(see Fig. 39).

The direct relationship of the twist and the loading makes the calculation too dependent on
the type of fairing used. I t is perhaps a method that should be developed as a means of providing
quick estimates when the span loading due to uniform incidence is known.

2.3. Results.-The calculations refer to three delta wings with all-moving half-delta wing-tip
controls. The table below indicates the scope of the calculations:

Wing aspect ratio IControl span/wing span*

2·31 0·261
(equilateral triangle) O·3354

1·848 0·261
0·3354

1·386 0·261
0·3354

The calculations are made for both symmetric and antisymmetric control deflection.

In addition, solutions are given for these three wings at incidence with controls undeflected,
and certain cases are repeated with different methods of fairing the incidence for the deflected
control condition.

The aspect ratios are so related that the results admit of two interpretations either as applying
to three wings in an incompressible inviscid fluid or as applying to the wing of aspect ratio 2·31
at the three Mach numbers, 0, 0·6 and 0·8.

To obtain any of the derivatives listed in Table 2 for a delta wing of aspect ratio A at a Mach
number of M we multiply the value of that derivative for the wing of aspect ratio Ay(1 - M 2

)

by the factor {y(1 - M2)}-1.

2.3.1. Overall results.-From the basic data, the overall lift pitching moment about the wing
apex, and rolling moment can be calculated by the interpolation formulae of Multhopp'. In
terms of y and ft these quantities are

nA (m-l)J2 nn
CL = 1 2: y n cos ( ) (4)m + -(m-l)J2 m +·1

(5)

* These control-span ratios are dictated by the comparison we shall make later with the experimental results.
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(7)

(6)

These become for symmetrical loading :

2nA [YO (",-I)f2 nai ]
CL = m +1 2 + f Yn cos m + 1

CM= mn~z 1 [m~)i2 (fln 26!, - Yn~nc/4) cos mn~ 1 + l (flO 2~o - YO~OC/4) ]

with the rolling-moment coefficient,
nA (",-1)/2 •

c, = 2(m + 1) ~ Yn sm 20n

nA (",-1)/2 • 2nn
= 2(m +1) ~ Yn Slll

m +1' (8)

Since, of course, unit control deflection or incidence is always assumed, these are directly the
derivatives

d »c, 1
an ~ or e.

The hinge moment derivatives oCH/ou or bI , and oCH/3~ or bz are not so readily calculated.
The local hinge moment follows from the basic data, and an integration, which in the present
calculations was performed graphically, over the span of the control gives the overall value.
Thus

(9)

where d is the distance between the local aerodynamic centre and the hinge line.

The hinge line assumed in the present calculations is at 0·635 of the root chord of the control,
and is dictated by the comparison which we shall make later in the paper with some experimental
results.

The results for the various configurations mentioned above are collected together in Tables 1
and 2, and illustrated by Figs. 2 to 15 and Figs. 31 to 33. A feature of the results which calls
for comment is the appreciable effect of the fairing of the incidence distribution (see earlier
remarks in Section 2.1). Another interesting result is that the hinge moment is of the same order
of magnitude for symmetrical and antisymmetrical control deflection.

The large positive values of b, (Fig. 33) arise because of the further forward location of the
local aerodynamic centre for the wing at incidence as the tip is approached as compared with
the control-deflected condition (cj. Figs. 2 and 5).

If the results are interpreted as for a delta wing of aspect ratio 2·31 at various Mach numbers,
it is seen that as Mach number is increased the overall lift, and pitching moment approach their
sonic values, that is,

nA
aI~2 = 3·63

2nA
-mI~3=4·83.

The control becomes more nearly balanced as the aerodynamic-centre locus moves aft on the
wing, making b, (Fig. 32) numerically small for this hinge position. The derivative b, (Fig. 33)
is also affected but not to such a marked degree. Figs. 32 and 33 also illustrate the low-speed
interpretation of the hinge-moment results.
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2.3.2. Lift distributions and aerodynamic-centre locations.-The spanwise lift distribution is
presented in the form of y, the non-dimensional circulation, of CLLcj2b. This is not the most usual
form of presentation but has the advantage that it applies equally to the two interpretations of
the results, viz., different wings at zero Mach number or the same wing at different Mach numbers.

The local aerodynamic centre is given as a fraction of the local chord measured from the leading
edge of the chord, and this quantity is independent of the transformation to compressible flow.

For the wings at uniform incidence the results are presented in Figs. 2,3 and 4. It is seen that
the spanwise loading approaches the elliptic loading of the sonic and supersonic solutions as the
Mach number approaches unity or on the low-speed interpretation of the results as the aspect
ratio approaches zero. Similarly the locus of the aerodynamic centre moves aft towards the
locus for sonic speeds, or zero aspect ratio.

In Figs. 5 to 15 the solutions in terms of y and the aerodynamic-centre locus are displayed for
various wing-tip control arrangements operated symmetrically and antisymmetrically. Fig. 9
gives the results for antisymmetric deflection of a half-delta wing-tip control of span ratio
0,261, fitted to a delta wing of aspect ratio 2·31 (M = 0). It demonstrates the extent to which
the method of fairing the incidence affects the solution by comparing a solution based on the
method of fairing proposed by Multhopp with the extreme case where no fairing was applied.
As is to be expected, the loading, and the aerodynamic-centre locus in the neighbourhood of the
inboard end of the control, are the most affected.

Figs. 14 and 15 show the effect of increasing the span ratio of the all-moving wing-tip control
from 0·261 to 0·335 on the delta wing of aspect ratio 2·31 at zero Mach number. Fig. 15 refers
to symmetric control deflection and Fig. 14 to antisymmetric deflection. An interesting feature
of both these figures is the very small effect of the increased span ratio on the aerodynamic centre
except near the inboard end of the control.

For the same wing at a Mach number of 0·6 or a delta wing of aspect ratio 1· 848 at low speed,
we have the span loading and aerodynamic-centre locus shown in Figs. 5 to 8. Fig. 5 compares
results for antisymmetric deflection of the smaller span control with those for the previous
condition (i.e., A = 2·31; M = 0). It is seen that the effect of changing the Mach number by
O·6 or reducing the aspect ratio to 1·848 is small on both y and h.

Similar remarks apply to the results for M = 0,8, A = 2·31 or M = 0, A = 1·386 (also
illustrated by Fig. 5).

Fig. 12 demonstrates the effect of fairing on the results for symmetric deflection of a control
of the larger span ratio (0· 335), and suggests that for this span ratio the effect is not marked,
and is particularly small on the aerodynamic-centre locus.

The results for symmetric deflection of the larger span control at the three Mach numbers 0,
0,6, and 0·8 (or on the alternative interpretation for A = 2,31, 1·848 and 1,386) are compared
in Fig. 8. The relatively small differences in the values of both y and h, taken in conjunction
with the previous results for antisymmetrical deflection of the control, indicate that the effects
of compressibility (or low aspect ratio) on r and h are in the main confined to Mach numbers
near sonic (or aspect ratios near zero). If this is generally true, it represents a considerable saving
of labour because only few subsonic results are required. Indeed a reasonable approximation
could be obtained by taking the values of r and h at only one Mach number, and assuming that
these apply in the range of Mach number 0 to 0·8 (say), the appropriate factor being used when
these are converted into lift, pitching moment, etc.

2.3.3. Spanwise variation of the derivatives all a2 , m, and m2.-For certain reasons (Section 2.3.2),
it is convenient to present the results in the form of curves of y and h, but the interpretation of
these in terms of the delta wing of aspect ratio 2·31 at various Mach numbers is worth considering
in greater detail. Accordingly the results discussed in Section 2.3.2 have been converted into
the more familiar sectional derivatives, all' a2 1, mIl, and m2 1' These are collected together
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and presented in the form of a carpet plotting, together with the sonic and supersonic results
(see Figs. 25 to 30), to give an overall picture of the speed effect. The sonic values are obtained
in a manner similar to that used for the subsonic values, from the basic data of Figs. 16 and 17.
At supersonic speeds the sectional derivatives can be evaluated in a closed analytic form (equations
(37) to (50)).

3. Sonic Theory.-For the sonic range (M ,....., 1) we employ the linearized-potential theory as
outlined in Ref. 9. We have to solve first a two-dimensional problem in the (y,z) plane and
these' sectional' solutions, which contain x as a parameter, are afterwards connected, by means
of the boundary conditions on the wing, to form a solution of our three-dimensional problem
(slender-wing theory). At first we consider a wing with one aileron only. The case of a wing with
two ailerons, deflected either in the same or in opposite directions, is then dealt with by linear
combination of two such solutions.

3.1. Solution for One Aileron.-In this paper we consider only plan-forms, for which at the
chordwise station x the wing extends for - Yt(x) :'(; Y :'(; + Yt(x) (see Fig. 1). The more general
type of wing (see Fig. Ib) can be dealt with by suitable extension of the theory of Ref. 9. The
aileron is defined by 0 < Yo(x) :'(; Y :'(; Yt(x). Any more general aileron shape can be obtained
as a linear combination of solutions of the present type.

As has already become apparent in Ref. 9, it is not easy to derive the formulae for the pressure
distribution in a direct way from the two-dimensional Laplace equation and the boundary
conditions. For the sake of brevity we shall firstly state the solutions and show afterwards that
all necessary conditions are satisfied. The uniqueness of our solutions can be proved in a similar
way to that of Appendix I of Ref. 3, for the cases given there.

When using a similar notation as in Ref. 9, the pressure P and the enthalpy I can best be
written as (g = aileron deflection) :

P - Pro I d
PV2 = V2 = - g dx f}2 {Yl (x)F(y,z)} .

The symbol f}2 denotes the real part of the complex function

(10)

F = F(Z) , Z = y + iz, .. (11)

so that (10) satisfies the Laplace equation iny and z as required. We choose F = 0 for all points
ahead of and behind the aileron and

v. F(Z) = 1 [(Z _ Yo) logYt
2

- ZYo + V( y 12 - yo2)V(Yt2 - Z2)
n Yt(Yo - Z)

+ V(Yt2 - Z2) cos-1 Yo]
Yl

for all spanwise sections, which intersect the aileron, so that

Z -1 Yo]
- V(Y/ - Z2) cos Yt'"

The boundary conditions for jZ 1-+ Cf) are satisfied, since F(Z) and dFjdZ vanish there.

8
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From the Euler equation

oOz (?2) = - %x V'
we find for the downwash - w/V on the wing with (10) and (13):

(- ~)z=o = J~oo oOz ?2 dx = - ~ Pd liYI~iL~o = l~ ..
as required, since

(14)

1
· dFl li2

f 1 Yo < Y < YIPd ty - = or
IdZ 0 - YI <Y <Yo

(It can easily he seen that log (Yo - y) = log Iyo - Y1- in for points on the aileron (Yo < y)
and log (Yo - y) = log Iyo - y I for points on the wing outside the aileron.) The function F(Z)
vanishes for Yo = YI, i.e., there is no disturbance in the pressure field ahead of the aileron.

The non-dimensional load coefficient l for a uni-sectional wing with one deflected aileron is
according to (10) and (12) :

41 d
l = ~ V2= 4~ dx Pd {yIF(Z)}z=o (15)

since Yo(x) and YI(X) are in general functions of x, the load consists of two terms:

l(x,y) = _ 4~ dyo logYl2 - YYo + V(YI
2

- Yo
2)V(YI2

- y
2)

n dx YIlyo - yj

+ 4~ dYI [cos-1YO+ ~ J(1 - Yo:)J ~I 2' (16)
n dx YI YI YI V(y I - Y )

Since the second term tends to infinity for Y --+ Y z, this expression holds only if Y = YI(X) describes
the leading edge of the wing, i.e., for dyzldx ;? O. According to the Kutta-Joukowsky condition
the pressure must remain finite along the trailing edge. In order to achieve this we add for the
rear part ofthe wing (where dyzldx < 0) in (10) the term

d (F*) - ~ 1 _lYO YI dYI- ~ d-- Pd YI - Pd - cos -. /( 2 Z2) -dx n YI'V Yl - X

.. (lOa)

which is a combination of the pressure functions for the incidence case and the rolling-wing case
in Ref. 9. Since

d w a I
- dx V - oz V 2

still vanishes along the wing surface, all the boundary conditions are satisfied and the resulting
pressure distribution remains finite along the trailing edge. We obtain for dyzldx < 0:

l(x,y) = _ 4~ ddYo logY/ - YYo + V(t2

- yeV(Y12 - y
2)

. .. (16a)
n X Yl Yo - Y

Thus the flow is deflected through the angle ~ either along the line Y = Yo(x) or in passing
round the leading edge of the aileron. It follows this direction as long as
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on the wing. Foran aileron, which is shaped as indicated in the adjoining figure (FIG. I (a)), we have
...---- ~y no load on those parts of the wing which are either ahead of or behind

the aileron. Only the shaded parts are loaded. The pressure tends to
infinity along the leading edge KL of the aileron and is finite (or zero)
along its trailing edge LM. A weaker (logarithmic) infinity occurs
along the line KNM (y = Yo(x)).

Since the load on the forward part of the wing (up to the line PL
where Yl = s) can also be written as in equation (15), this part of the
load can easily be integrated, in order to find its contribution to the lift
and the rolling moment due to a deflection of the aileron. The result
depends only on the value of the function F(Z) along the section PL
and is therefore independent of the particular aileron shape. An aileron
bounded by K'NM would produce the same lift and rolling moment
as an aileron KNM. Obviously this does not apply for the pitching
moment nor for an alteration of the line NM.

x FIG. I (a).

If Yo(x) is constant for all points behind the line PL (FIG. I (b)),
only the forward part of the wing with dytldx ?: 0 carries a load.
For such plan-forms (see figure), the lift and the rolling moment
depend only on the conditions along the line PL. The local lift

P p--<:.....L.-I.::...L..,",,-,'-.L..-4L.L.-L-LL.'--LjL coefficient eLL, the lift eLand the rolling moment CI are functions
of the ratio PN/PL only.

M

x FIG. I (b).

P t-------f<'=-----4L

M

The same applies for a delta wing and a cropped delta wing
(FIG. I (c)) J provided that Yo is constant for all sections behind PL,
so that the entire load is concentrated on the forward part of
the wing.

x FIG. I (c).
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3.2. Forces and Moments for One Aileron.-The forces and moments due to a deflection
of the aileron can now be obtained by integrating the load distribution l(x,y). We restrict
our attention to such plan-forms, for which Yo = const in the rear part of the wing, where
dyzldx < O. Then we have no load on the rear part of the wing and the integration must be
extended over the front part, where dyzldx ?-: 0 up to the point, where Yl = s = b12.

Thus we have for the rolling moment due to one aileron:

- tpV2IIly dx dy = - tpV2SAb §II ly ~: dy

(17)

where (cj. equation (15)):

nFo= nFo(Y) y - Yo log F I + J(1 - y22) cos-IYO
v. v. v,

and
F _ Yl2 - YYo + V(YI2 - Y02)V(YI2 - y 2)

I - YI!Yo - Y!

Since according to Appendix II, Section 2

we obtain for the derivative If; :

1 = _ !£II ly dx dy = _ A (1 _Yo
2)3/2

f; dl; Sb 12 S2
(18)

In order to obtain the pitching moment and the hinge moment it is convenient to calculate
first the force produced by the aileron deflection on the entire wing, on the aileron and on the
, complementary' aileron. This is the part of the wing on the other side, which is symmetric to
the aileron, but remains undeflected. The latter force is required in order to combine two solutions
for the case of two ailerons, which may be deflected either in the same or in opposite directions.

We integrate

tpV2II1dx dy = tpV2SA ~ II1d:2dy

= tpV 2 SA I; I(S~o) dy
S Yl=S

between the appropriate limits and obtain (cj. Appendix II, Section 2) for the wing:

dCL = ~ [cos-IYO -YOJ(1 _Y0
2)J.

dl; 2 s s S2'

for the aileron:

(19)

dCL = A [1 _ Yo
2

_ 2YoJ(1 _ Yo
2)

cos-IYO+ (cos-I~)I (20)
d~ 2n S2 S S2 S S J

11



and for the complementary aileron:

+ (COS-l~O)] . (21)

The results (18) to (21) are proportional to the aspect ratio A of the wing. They depend only
on the ratio YoIs of the aileron span to the wing span at the maximum span Yl = s as explained
above. The results are independent of the shape of the forward part of the wing and the aileron
(where dYlldx > 0). But when considering the pitching moment or hinge moments, we have to
allow for the actual shape of the wing and the ailerons.

We consider only wing plan-forms with a straight leading edge (Yl o-=c x cot A) and a moving
wing tip (Yo = const). Then we find for the pitching moment of the wing with respect to an
axis through the apex of the wing (x = 0) :

.1 V 2 II 1d d -.1 V 2 5 -A ~II xl dx dy2P X X Y - 2P c 4 - 2
CS

= !pV2ScA~ I~:xIYl~~dY dx

or, when integrating by parts:

= ! [~CL _A IS (Iy l F
2
d~) ~l!J A tan A ,

2 d~ Yo S Yl=S S

where xli: has been expressed in terms of the aspect ratio, and Yl'

x ylA
f = s ztan A.

(22)

(23)

(24)

We use the last equation of Appendix II, Section 2 and find for the pitching-moment coefficient
of the wing, due to the deflection of one aileron:

~_C~ = 1 tan A [dCL _ A ICOS-IYO _ 2 YOJ(1_Yo
2

) +Yo
3

log s + y(S2 - Yo
2)(J

d~ 2 d~ 6 Iss S2 S3 Iyo I \

= ~~12_!! r2 COS-lY~ _ ~J(1 _ Yo
2

) _ Yo
3

log s + y(S2 - Yo
2)J...

12 L S S S2 S3 [Yo I

This result holds for' cropped' delta wings with a moving wing tip (A' 4 cot .1(1 - A)/(1 + A),
A = taper ratio).

It did not appear to be feasible to obtain a similar expression for the pitching moment of the
aileron and the' complementary' aileron. Instead, the chordwise integration, as required by
(22), was carried out numerically, using the results of Appendix II for the spanwise integration.

12



---- -------

It may be pointed out, that the spanwise load distribution over a wing with deflected aileron
was calculated by De Young" by means of a different method, from which he obtained the forces
and rolling moments, but not the pitching moments or the hinge moments.

3.3. Results.-Fig. 16 shows the spanwise distribution of the local lift coefficient CLL for a
delta wing of aspect ratio A = 4 cot A and various positions (Yofs) of the aileron. The picture
represents the load for the case of two ailerons deflected either in the same or in opposite directions.
The corresponding positions of the local aerodynamic centre are shown in Fig. 17.

The overall forces and moments can be obtained as integrals over these spanwise distributions.
But we preferred the more convenient way for performing the integration as described in the
preceding section. Fig. 18 shows the rolling moment due to the deflection of two wing tips,
as a function of Yo/so The derivative l~ can for 0·5 < yo/s < 0·9 be approximated by a linear
function of yo/s:

_ l~ = A [23 / 2 - 3YO]
12 s

(25)

(exact for Yo/s = I/V2). Thus in the practically important range l~ is a linear function of the
ratio flap span/wing span (1 - Yo/s). The dependency of l~ on the ratio flap area/wing area (which
equals (1 - yo/s) 2) is more complicated. An increase in the area ratio produces a smaller increase
in l~ than a corresponding increase in the span-ratio.

This shows that the relevant parameter describing the aileron efficiency is not the area of the
moving tip, but rather its span (1 - Yo/s).

Since the damping in roll for a delta wing at sonic speeds is - lp = nA/32, we have

J.!.L = ~ 16 (1 _ Yo
2
)3/2

- lp 3n S2'
(26)

which, according to the simple theory of roll, must be equal to Pb/2V for a steady roll. Thus we
can determine the aileron deflection required to produce a certain roll.

In order to estimate the hinge moments we represent the magnitude and position of the force
on the aileron. Since the aileron angle is not always the same on both wing tips, we show in
Figs. 19 and 20 the effects for one deflected aileron. Fig. 19 shows the force

1 dCL sz (dCL/d~) n a2

A d~ = 2 (dCLWing/da) = 2 a1

for the deflected aileron, for the' complementary' aileron (i.e., the part of the wing on the other
side, which corresponds to the aileron and remains undeflected) and for the whole wing. The
position of these forces in terms of the aileron root chord (measured from the apex of the aileron)
is represented in Fig. 20. Figs. 21 and 22 show the forces and their position for the case of two
ailerons deflected by the same angle I; either in the same (elevator case) or in opposite directions.
These results are obtained by combining the results in Figs. 19 and 20. Fig. 22 shows that the
position of the force on the ailerons is always approximately 2/3 of the aileron root chord behind
the aileron apex, whereas the position of the force on the entire wing is in the elevator case a
little more forward. There is of course no resultant force in the aileron case, but only a couple.
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4. Supersonic Theory.-The results given here are based on the linearised inviscid flow theory,
and details of the calculations are given in the appendices, or in the references given therein.

Before quoting the expressions for the various aerodynamic characteristics it may be useful to
give a brief discussion of how deflection of an all-moving tip affects the loading of a wing.

Referring to the diagrams, where ODe is the control, and OB, OB' the Mach lines from the
control apex, we note that only those parts of the wing which are shaded carry any load. It thus
follows that the geometry of that part of the wing lying ahead of the line OA (normal through 0
to centre-line) plays no part in the derivatives with respect to control angle. When the speed is
reduced to sonic the Mach cone degenerates into the plane through AO and normal to the
flight direction.

In the special case of a delta wing with half-delta wing-tip control, which is the only configura
tion considered in detail here, we have the disposition of load as shown in the accompanying
diagrams. The results which follow apply so long as there is no mutual interference of the port
and starboard controls, that is, provided OB cuts the centre-line at a point behind the trailing
edge of the root chord. The derivatives with respect to control angle apply with this restriction
to all wings with unswept trailing edges, but it is clear that the wing geometry plays a much
more important part in the derivatives with respect to incidence.

F1G. II (a) Subsonic leading edge.

FIG. II (b) Supersonic leading edge.

B

~---

FIG. II (c) Subsonic leading edge. FIG. II (d) Supersonic leading edge.
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(27)

4.1. Overall Derivatives for Half-Delta Controls on a Delta Wing.-For the delta wing with
subsonic leading edges, we have for rate of change of the hinge moment with incidence, for an axis
parallel to the trailing edge,

bi = (1 _ 1] 0)3E1y' (1 _ k2)} [(2~h - I){!n - 1]oy'(1 - 1]02) - sin- l 1]o}

+ 2 1 31 (1 + y'(1 - 110
2
)) 1 1]oy'(1 - 1]0

2
) + 1 . -1 IJ3" 1]0 og 1]0 - .4 n - 2 2" sin 1]0\ .

For notation, see Fig. 1, Appendix I, and list of symbols.

When the wing leading edge is supersonic we have for the same derivative,

bi = 3(1 _ 1]0/'y'(k2 _ 1) [~~ (1 - 1]o)(k - 1) 1I2~h(I + 1]0) - (k + 1)(1 + 1]0 + 1]02HA2!

+ (k - I){(k + 1) - 3Mh} _ (k-I)[3A 3{(k + 1)[3 _ 3kl:}
6k2[3 384k2 1]0 'Oh

(28)

Turning to the derivatives with respect to control angle we have:

Control with subsonic leading edge.

For a single control we have:

Lift :
2(1 - 1]0)2y'([3 tan y)

a2 = [3

Pitching moment:
4 kI j 2

m; = 3" T (1 - 1]0)2(2 + 1]0) .

These relations imply symmetrical deflection of the two controls.

Hinge moment:
I6k I j 2

b2= - n(I + k) {y'k + (1 + k) tan- 1 y'k}(i - ~/)

(29)

(30)

(31)

for an axis at ~h'CI; r of the control root chord and parallel to the trailing edge. Since no interference
of the two controls is assumed, this applies to symmetrically or antisymmetrically deflected
controls.

Rolling moment: In derivative form this is, for two controls,

11; = - (~pJ;}2 {1]0(3k + 1) + (3k - In.

15
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Control with supersonic leading edge.

The corresponding values for the control with supersonic leading edge are:

Lift:
2(1 - 'fjO)2a2 = ~~----

fJ
Pitching moment:

m2 = ip(1 - 'fjo)2(2 + 'fjo)

Hinge moment:
b = _ ~ \~ + ~ cos" (11k)1 (g _ t ')

2 fJ/2 n y(k2
- 1) \ 3 "I>

Rolling moment:

(33)

(34)

(35)

(36)

4.2. Sectional Values of the Derivatives (Half-Delta Controls on a Delta Wing).-Performing the
necessary chordwise integration we obtain the sectional derivatives all> a 2l> mIl, m 2 1 from which
the locus of the aerodynamic centres is readily derived.

Wing and control with subsonic leading edge.

For the wing at incidence and control neutral we obtain:

Lift :

all = Ay(~~ = A J(~ + 'fj)
(1 - 'fj) 1 - 'fj

Pitching moment:

(37)

Wing and control with supersonic leading edge.

Again for the wing at incidence and control neutral we get:

Lift :
A [ _d(1-k

2'fj)i
-d(1+k2'fj)/J

all = n(1 _ 'fj)y(k2 _ 1) (1 - 'fj) cos I k(1 _ 'fj) I + (1 + 'fj) cos rk(1 + 'fj) \

Pitching moment:

(39)

(40)

Considering now the wing at zero incidence with control deflected, we have the derivatives with
respect to angle control.
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Control with subsonic leading edge.

Lift:

a21= n (1 _ 11~ (1 + k) [tan r v'{(1 - 11')(1 + k11')}

- (1 + k)11' log \y(l + kr/) - y(I - 11') IJ
I y{(1 + k)11'} \

over the span of the control, 0 ~ 11' ~ 1, and

a21= n(I _ 11~)(I + k) [tan yy{(1 - 11')(1 + k11')}

- (1 + k)11' log 1y(I - 11') - y(I + k11 ')/J
y{ - 11'(1 + k)} \

over that part of the fixed wing carrying induced load, i.e., for - 11k ~ 11' ~ O.

Pitching moment:

(41)

(42)

and

m21= n(k : 1)\~ ~ 11')2 [y{(1 - 11')(1 + k11')}{(1 + k11') + (1 - 11')}

-+ '2(1 + k2) I \y(I + k11') - y(I- 11')~J f 0 ' 0< 1
- 11 og ~ y{11'(1 + k)} \ or ~ 11 --.0: ....

m21= n(I : 1~~ ~ 11')2 [y{(1 - 11')(1 + k11')}{(1 + k11') + (1 - 11')}

+ 11'2(1 + k2) log \y(l - 11') - y(I + k11') IJ for - 11k ~ 11' .~ o.
I y{ - 11 '(1 + k)} \

(43)

(44)

Control with supersonic leading edge.

Lift:
4 tan r [ , -1 11 - k

2
1] ' I

a21= n(I _ 11')y(k2_ 1) (1 - 11 ) cos k(I - 11') \

+ 11'Y (k2 - 1) log 11 + Y ~~] -:- k211' 2) (J for 0 ~ 11 I :s; 11k (45)

4 tan y
- y(k2 - 1) for 11k ~ 11' ~ 1 (46)

and for the fixed part of the wing affected by control deflection, - 11k ~ 11' ~ 0, we have:

4 tan y [ I -1 \ 1 - k211' I
a21= ny(k2_ 1)(1 _ 11') (1 - 11 ) cos Ik(I - 1]') \

(72958)

-+ 11\/(k2 - 1) log jI -+ y(l ~ k211'2) IJ
\ k IrJ I \
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Pitching moment:

and

2 tan r
\!(k 2 -= 1) for 11k::;; rl' ::;; 1, ..

m2 1 = ;TI- ~')~~b~2-=-1) [(1 - 1]')2 cos:' j;(l-~~")l
-- 1]'y(1~2 - 1) log j1 +~\Y~/rl~21]'2) l
+ 1]'y(1c2- 1)y(1 - le21] '2)J for - 111e ::;; 1]' ::;; o.

(48)

(49)

(50)

The derivatives a2 1 and m 2 1 are readily expressible in terms of the spanwise co-ordinate 1] = yls
by use of the relationship 1]' = (1] - 1]0)/(1 - 1]0)'

As mentioned earlier, these sectional derivatives have been calculated for the special case of
an equilateral delta wing (A = 2,31) with half-delta tip control of span ratios 0·261 and 0·335.
The results for the smaller span ratio are given in Fig. 25 to 30, which include the subsonic and
sonic results in a carpet plotting against M and 1].

A feature common to all these figures is the peak in the local derivative as sonic speed is
approached. This is particularly pronounced for the derivatives with respect to control angle
(Figs. 27 to 30), and more so for symmetrical control deflection. Another interesting point is
that the maximum value of a2(1 - 1]) (or the lift produced by control deflection), occurs at a
value of 1] very near to 0·85 for all Mach numbers, and for both symmetrical and anti-symmetrical
control deflection.

4.3. Local Aerodynamic Centres.-From the results of the preceding sections it is possible to
evaluate the position of the local aerodynamic centres. It is both interesting and instructive
to do this over the control span. The results for a delta wing of aspect ratio 2·31 with half-delta
control at supersonic speeds are given in Figs. 23 and 24, where they are compared with those at
subsonic speeds. These figures show the rearward movement of the local aerodynamic centre
(over all but the tip of the control) as the Mach number increases. There is a large rearward
shift between M c= 0·8 and 1,0, a small recovery between M = 1·0 and 2,0, and a further shift
above AI = 2·0 as the Mach cone crosses the leading edge, and more of the flow over the tip
portion becomes two-dimensional in character. This movement of the aerodynamic centres,
together with the changes in the loading of the tip control, are sufficient to cause a change in
sign of the hinge moment due to control deflection (see Fig. 32)" for an axis at 0·635 of the control
root chord and parallel to the wing trailing edge. In this connection it is significant to note
that the largest shift occurs near the peak in the loading (see above). For close balance of the
control, whilst avoiding change of sign of b2, it is clear that an inclined hinge is more likely to be
successful. To exploit this particular advantage of the tip control further it may be better to
combine an inclined hinge line with a different control plan-form. Further calculations, followed
by experiment, are required to indicate suitable geometry.
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5. Comparison of Theoretical Results and Experiment.-In Ref. 15 are described free-flight
rocket-model tests of a 60 deg swept-back delta wing with half-delta tip ailerons over a speed
range corresponding to M = 0·69 to 1·5, and covering an aileron angle range of ± 5 deg, at
zero wing incidence*. The quantities measured are rolling moments, hinge moments, and
damping-in-roll moments.

The model used in the investigation consisted of a sharp-nosed cylindrical body equipped with
a cruciform arrangement of 60-deg swept-back delta wings (see Figs. 31 and 32), and so is not
strictly comparable with the single wing arrangement of the theoretical investigation. In
comparing the calculated and measured characteristics of the tip control we must bear in mind
the interference effects of the body, and the damping wings. To these must be added the effect
of wing thickness, viscosity, and the gap at the root of the control when deflected. Some un
published work by P. R. Owen on a cruciform wing-plus-body arrangement with all-moving
wings suggests that the interference effects reduce somewhat the control effectiveness. Wing
thickness and viscosity are also expected to cause some reduction, although for the 3 per cent
thick control these effects must be small. The gap at the control root must lead to some equalisa
tion of pressure on the upper and lower surfaces of the control in the neighbourhood of its root
chord, and thus to a further reduction of lift and rolling moment. I t is therefore not surprising
that the measured rolling moment (Fig. 31) is some 80 per cent of the theoretical value for the
wing-aileron arrangement considered (equations 8, 25, 54 and 65). Some fairing of the linearised
supersonic theory is necessary to produce a continuous curve through the sonic value of the rolling
moment, but the interpolated curve is plausible and the trends of the experimental results are
well reproduced.

Fig. 32 presents a comparison of measured and calculated hinge-moment characteristics.
The calculated values refer in the main to an axis at 0·635 of the control root chord. Ref. 15,
which gives results for three axis positions, one of which is at 0·640, became available only when
the calculations were complete. However, the change in the value of b2 on moving the hinge
aft by 0·005 of the control root chord is small, as is illustrated by the two theoretical curves
calculated only on the supersonic side. General considerations suggest that the change at subsonic
speed would be of the order of 20 per cent of that at supersonic speeds. This suggests that the
values for 0·635 control root chord hinge line are not reliable, and this is further confirmed by
an examination of the data from the later tests", for different hinge-line locations (see Fig. 34).

A further point to bear in mind when assessing the value of the theoretical estimates is that
the measured b2 is a mean of the control-angle range 0 to - 5 deg, and is accordingly not directly
comparable with the theoretical b2 • It is of interest to note that the hinge-moment curves are
rather non-linear.

Accepting the experimental curve for the 0·64 chord hinge line as the more reliable, we conclude
that the theoretical curve is in as close agreement as we can expect in view of the difference in
geometry and the limitations of the theory.

6. Conclusions.-The main conclusions to be drawn from the present investigation are as
follows:

(a) The linearised subsonic, sonic, and supersonic theories are adequate means for making
a comprehensive design study of the effects of wing and control plan-forms on the
all-moving wing-tip control.

(b) In the calculation of the subsonic spanwise loading due to control deflection, and such
quantities as are derived therefrom, e.g., rolling moment, a reduction in labour can
be effected with little loss of accuracy by use of simplified theory" 5, 6.

------------------------_.

'" At the time when the present investigation was undertaken only unpublished data for hinge axis at 0·635 of the
control root chord were available; hence the choice of this axis position in the calculations.
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(c) The linearised solution at sonic speeds seems practicable for any wing-aileron or elevator
combination.

(d) To improve the accuracy of the subsonic theory, a re-examination of the problem of the
fairing of discontinuity in the incidence distribution should be attempted.

(e) One of the main advantages of the all-moving wing-tip control, namely, the possibility
of close aerodynamic balance of the control, will imply an inclined hinge line and/or
a special control plan-form.

(1) Some further calculations on the lines of the present investigation are desirable to sort
out promising control plan-forms before starting any systematic experimental work.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

A

H

I

L

M

5

Aspect ratio of wing = (2S)2/5 (- 4 tan y for delta wing)

H · ffi . Hmge-moment coe cient = 1 V25-
-iIP eCe

Lift coefficient = tpt25 overall

= I-v-~f-d-- sectional (CLL)
-'j,P c Y

Pitching-moment coefficient =r-M

V- 2 5- - overall, about wing apex
7JP C

___~_1)-'!__ sectional about the leading edge
~"P V 2C2 dy ,

. Rolling momentRolling-moment coefficient = ---------------
pV25s

Hinge moment

Enthalpy of the unit volume of the flow around the wing

Lift

Lift produced on fixed part of wing by control deflection

Lift produced on control by control deflection

Wing pitching moment

Gross wing area
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z

b

c

Cr

d

h

k

l

m

s

t

YI

YI

LIST OF SYMBOLS-continued

Area of one control

Velocity of the undisturbed flow relative to the wing

Cartesian co-ordinates with control apex as origin

Hinge-line location chordwise, measured from control apex

Y + iz

Sectional and overall value of aCL/aa

Sectional and overall value of aCL/a!;
Wing span =2s

aCH/oa

oCH/o!;

Local wing chord

Wing root chord

Wing mean chord = S/2s

Local control chord

Control root chord

Control mean chord = Control area
Control span

Distance from hinge line to local aerodynamic centre

Local aerodynamic centre as fraction of chord measured from leading edge

(J t
tan y

any =-
tan,u

t~t2 t~, non-dimensional load per unit area of the wing

m 2 - m1(a2/a1)

Sectional and overall values of oC.'I"J/oa

Sectional and overall values of OCM/O!;

Wing semi-span

(JY/X

Cartesian co-ordinate with wing apex as origin (see Fig. 1).

Value of y for wing leading edge

Value of y for wing trailing edge
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LIST OF SYMBOLS-continued

Yo Value of y at the inboard end of the control

x, Hinge-line co-ordinate with respect to wing apex

X"c/4 Co-ordinate of quarter-chord point at nth pivotal station

a Wing incidence

y Circulation (non-dimensional lift per unit span) = cCLLj2b (Section 2) or
Semi-vertex angle of delta wing (Section 4 and Appendix 1)

11 yjs

1/0 Value of fl at inboard end of the control

n, Span ratio of control = 1 - 170

17' Yj(1/ aS). Non-dimensional form of Y

M h 1 -lIt -1 1ac ang e = tan 7f = an \/0\;[2--=--1)

(Subsonic theory, Section 2).
= CM cj2b

(Section 4).

Pitching-moment coefficient per unit span

Control deflection

!;' XjCt;r. Non-dimensional form of X

';0' X"./Ct; r: Distance of aerodynamic centre of force behind control apex III

terms of control root chord

X"r!2

S
Non-dimensional form of Xnr!'l

Non-dimensional form of x,
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(1.1 )

APPENDIX I

Supersonic Theory

The usuallinearised inviscid-flow theory is the basis of the calculations described in this section.
For most of the simple wing shapes the problem can be readily treated by use of the Busemann
conical theory, and we shall in particular be concerned with half-delta wing-tip controls fitted
to delta wings, although certain of the results are of much wider applicability.

\Ve will begin by quoting results for some of the overall derivatives as these for the most part
have been derived previously by a number of authors": 12, 13,

1.1. Overall Derivatives.-Consider the delta wing at uniform incidence:

Wing with Subsonic Leading Edge.-When the wing lies inside the Mach cone from its apex
the pressure difference across it is given by,

iJP 4 tan" Y
aq - E{y(1 -·k2)h7{tan2 y .: (y27x2

)} '

where k = tan y jtan fl

fl = Mach angle

E = the complete elliptic integral of the second kind.

If we write

and
u = x tan y ,

we may write iJP in the form,

iJP = Cu tan y
y(u2 _ y2) .

To find the hinge moment of the control we take moments, and integrate, thus,

Now

(1.2)

., (1.3)*

since tc, = x, tan y = y.

Thus

H = C cot y I:o [(X h - ~t) tan YY(Xt2tan" y _ y2)

_ ~2log lX t tan y + Y~/ tan
2

y - y2) lJ dy. (1.4)

* The use of polar co-ordinates might yield a rather neater solution here but as some of the integrals are common
to this section and Section 1.2, it is probably of not such advantage.
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This applies to controls which lie ahead of the Mach cone from the trailing edge of the control
root chord. We are here interested in the special case of the half-delta control, and for this
x, = c, and so x, tan y = c, tan y = s. With these relations H becomes

H = C cot y I:o [(xh -~) tan yY(S2 - y 2) - ~210g lS + y~2 - y2) lJ dy

= C (x
h

- q!) I~ Y(S2 _ y2) + ~ sin-1,2' !S _ ~ cot r IS y210g Is + Y(S2 - y2) I dy
2 2 2 S Yu 2 Yo 1 y \

( ) 1
2 2 Ic, nS Yo 2 2 S. -1 Yo

= C x, -2 4 - 2 Y (s - Yo) - 2 sm s

+ C c~t y [Y3310g 1S +y;2 - y2) 1- ~ 1;~ + ~~-YJ~22X02) - ~~sin-11!!J (1.5)

(see Appendix II).

If we write n« = Yo/s, and ~h = x,./c" then

H S3C [(2 1) In A/(l 2\ • -1 I 2\ 31 (1 + y(l- rJ0
2))

n
= A ~h - (2 - rJov - n« .. - sin tt» \ + 31 n« og n« - "4

From this we have

b _ oCH _ H _ H
1 - oa -!pV2Si'ea - 1 V2 (1 - rJO)3 2

2P a 4 SCr

= !pV2a(:~CrJo)3C/A [(2~h - 1) l~ - rJoy(l - rJ0
2)

- sin-1rJ o(

But

S2C !p V 2asc
r

if - E{y(l - k2
)}

and

Thus,

b, = (1 _ rJo)3Ety(1 _ k2)} [(2~h - 1) 1~ - rJoy(l - rJ0
2)

- sin-
1

rJol

+ ~irJ0310gC + y~: - rJ0
2))
-~ _ rJoY(12- rJ0

2)
+ !Sin-11]0l].
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Wing with Supersonic Leading Edge.-The calculation of the hinge moment for this case is
considerably more complicated because we need two pressure distributions, one for the region
between the leading edge and the Mach cone, and the other applying to the region behind the
Mach cone. For the first region (between leading edge and Mach cone) the pressure distribution
is given by

(iJP) _ "__~4,tan_~_
,aq 1 - y(f32 tan" y - 1) ,

where 13 = y(M 2
- 1).

Behind the Mach cone we have, with k = 13 tan y,

(1.9)

.. (1.10)

For the derivation of these results, see Refs. 10 and 11. These results apply for a range of trailing
edges, but we shall confine our attention to the delta wing with a half-delta control. For this
simple geometry the hinge moment is given by

f
s fyeotl' (iJP)

H = ' ~'- aq(xh - x) dx dy
Yo Xl q 1

f

cr t an l' fXI (iJP)+ - aq(xh - x) dx dy .
Yo y cot rs aq ~

Also x, = Y cot y, XI = c.,

Therefore we can write,

4aq tan Y [fS fY cot I'H = ---2"--2'-'" , -- (X" - X) dx dy
y(f3 tan Y - 1) Yo y cot y

1 fc r
tall I' Jcr 1 --I (X + kf3Y) -1 (X - kf3Y) ~ ]+ - cos ------ + cos ---- (X" - X) dx dy

n Yo yeotl' kx + f3y kx - f3y

=~1(12t.~n ~) [J:o IX"X - ~21 :~~:: dy

1 JC

' tan /' Jcr 1 (X + kf3Y) (X ,- kf3Y) I ]cos- 1
- - - - - + cos:' ----- ((x" - x) dxdy

n Yo Y cot I' kx + f3y kx - f3y )

1 fcrtalll' fcr 1 -1 (X + k f3Y) -1 (X - kf3Y) I ]+ - COS ,--- + COS ---"- ( (X" - X) dx dy
n YO y cot ,« kx + f3y kx - fJy )

.. (1.11)

_ 2 aq tan y [ 2 2 )- ~~Vrk2 -1) (s - Yo) (cot f.l - cot y){3x" (s + Yo) - (cot f.l + cot y) (s + syo + Yo )f

1 Jc

r tall/'

fcr
1 -1 (X + k f3Y) -1 (X - k f3Y) l ]+ -, cos---- + COS ,---- (X" - X) dx dy .

n Yo v cot « kx + f3y kx - f3y
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Consider the integration with respect to x :

f
c
r lCOS-1 (X + k(3Y) + COS-1 (X - k(3Y) ~ (x" - x) dx

y cot rz kx + (3y kx - (3y \

= ~l (kx - (3y) COS-1 (X - k(3Y) + (kx + (3y) COS-1(X + k(3Y) IC

r

k kx - (3y kx + (3y yeot.u=fJY

+ (ki + (3y) (kx + (3y - 2(3y) COS-1 (kX ± (3y) I C
r

2k2 kx + (3y y cot n

= I(k~~2fi2j)!) (2kx" - kx - (3y) COS-1(kx~ .. k~;)

+ (kx + (3y} (2kx _ kx + (3y) COS-1 (X + k(3Y)
2k2

" kx + (3y

= (kcr - fJy) 2kx _ kc _ (3y) COS-1 (Cr - k(3Y)
2k2 "r kc, - fJy

+ (kcr + (3y) (2kx _ kc + (3y) COS-1 (Cr + k(3y)
2k2 "r kc, + fJy

Integrating this again with respect to y, we have

c(2x -C)lfcrtan.u (C -k(3y) fcrtan.u (C +k fJY) I
r "r cos-1 r dy + cos-1 r dy

2 Yo kc, - (3y Yo kc, + (3y

lfcr tan .u (C k(3Y) fcrtan.u (C + k(3Y) I+ 2(3kx" Y cos" r - dy - Y cos:" r dy
Yo kc, - (3y Yo kc, + (3y

fJ2lfcrtan.u (C k(3y) fcrtan.u (C + k(3Y) I+ -2 y 2cos-1 r - dy + y2 COS-1 r dy
2k YO kc, - fJy Yo kc, + fJy



The first three terms are zero since the integrals within the brackets clearly cancel and we are
thus left with

n (k -- 1)13 I 2 IC
r IfJF(y) ~cc -- 6k2- -- Y {(h + 1) py - 3kxh}

. Y-Yo

n(k - 1)13 I 2 /C
r l fJ

= 6h2 Y {(h + 1)py - 3kxh} Y~Yo

- (~~-~j~P 1

/

_2[I ~-1~ log v~±~y(~~-p2
y2) ~ I:~:o - rf (rt:~ll" p3y3 pyy(::fYJ p2y2)J

so that

n(l~ - 1) cr
2 n(h - 1) 2

F(y) = --6k2- 7T{(h + l )c, - 3kxh} - 6k2 pYo {(k + 1) pYo - 3kxh}

+ (k2 - 1)1 /2 [P3Y03l0g \c, + y(C/ - p2Y02)I
ph2 3 I (3yo \

C I C 2 (3y ICylfJ
_..!.. - !pyY(Cr

2 - (32y2) + ..!- sin- 1 ~
3 C c, y=yo

Inserting in the expression for H we now have,

2 aq tan y [ 2
H = 3-\1(P-=1) (s - yo)(cot fl - cot y){3xh(s + Yo) - (cot fl + cot y)(s

(k-1)c r
2 (k-1) 2+ ---(3Ji2- -1 {(k + I)«, - 3kxh} - 6k2 (3yo {(h + 1)(3yo - 3kx,,}

_ y(k
2

- 1) C 3 (Jt__ sin:' (3yo)
6k2n r 2 c,

We again write 1]0 = yo/s and !;h = x,,/cr •
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Then using A = 4sJc" the hinge moment in terms of these non-dimensional quantities is

2 aqcr
3 tan y [A 2

\
H = 3 yI(k2 _ 1) 16 (1 - 17o)(cot fJ - cot y) (3~h(I + 170)

- (cot fJ + cot y)(1 + 170+ 17 02
) ~ l

(k - 1) (k - I)A 3 P+ 6k2p {(k + 1) - 3k~k} - 384k2 {(k + I)P17o - 3Mk}

yI(k
2

- 1) (n . -1 ) yI(k
2

- 1) A J( P
2

170
2A 2)

- 6nk2 "2 - sin P170 - 6nk2 P170 4 1 - 16

whence

.. (1.15)

. 8 [A 2

b1 = 3y1(k2 _ 1)(1 _ 170)3 64 (1 - 17o)(cot fJ - cot y){I2~h(I + 1}0)

- (cot.fJ + cot y)(1 + 170 + 1)02)A}

+ (k - I){(k + 1) - 3Mk} _ (k - I) PA3{(k + 1) (.I _ 3kl::}
6k2 P 384k2 f'170 'Ok

_ yI(k
2

- 1) (~_ . -1 R ) _ yI(k
2

- 1) R -=! . /(16 _ A 2 (.12 2)
6nk2 2 sm f'170 n p2 f'170 96 v f' 170

+ yI(k2 - 1) R3A 3 31 \ 4 + yI(I6 - p2A 217 02) IJ
I92nk2 f' 170 og ( PA 17 0 \ • .. (1.16)

Consider now the wing at zero incidence with the tip control deflected through an angle ~.

In what follows we shall assume that the wing geometry is such that the Mach cone from the
apex of the control does not intersect the wing root chord. The results therefore apply equally to
symmetrical and antisymmetrical control deflection.

.. (1.17)o :::;; k :::;; 1,

Control with Subsonic Leading Edge.-When the Mach cone from the apex of the control lies
ahead of the leading edge of control the pressure difference produced by deflection of the control
is given by

IJP 8 k
3

/
2 J(I + t)

qf = np (1 + k) k - t

where k = P tan r, and t = P(YJX), X and Y being co-ordinates relative to the control apex
(see Fig. 1).

This result, which can be derived on the basis of the conical flow theory, is taken from Ref. 11.
In the same paper the lift produced by this pressure distribution has been calculated.
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The lift over the control alone is

16qU 2k3/2
L~ = ;~i(T~ k) h/k + (1 + k) tan" yk}

and that induced on the wing (i.e., in region GBC of figure of section 4)

L", = :~r(¥~;) ln(Lt k
) - yk - (1 + k) tan- 1 yk l·

Thus the total lift produced by one control is

8qU~2k3/2 8qjCI;2 tall---",-~~_2
-7f2-- j3

In terms of a2 for a pair of controls this is (symmetrical deflection is implied here)

4(1 - 'fJo)2k 1
/
2 4(1 - 1]3)2y ( j3 tan y)

172 = .. ---~--- = -----73-- .

The aerodynamic centre of the lift on the control is at the point defined by

3k - 1 yk
t.. = ---4--- + 2{V!k-+cr=t--li) tan- 1 ~k}

and
2

X=3c~"

since the pressure field is conical from the origin.

In the co-ordinates X, Y, this point is given by

X = ~C~" }

and
_ 2cI; r [3k - 1 I yk ]

Y - 371 -4-- T 2{yk + (1 + k) tan 1 yk}

., (1.18)

., (1.19)

., (1.20)

., (1.21)

., (1.22)

.. (1.23)

Cu may be replaced by (1 - 'fJo)c r in these expressions. Together with the lift produced over the
control these enable us to determine the hinge moment about any axis position. In particular
for an axis position at right angles to the root chord of the wing we have

H = - !§rji~~~~~/~ {yk + (1 + k) tan- 1 yl?} (~- X h
) C

nj3(1 I?) 3 c~, ~n

In derivative form this becomes,

16k1
/

2

b, = - n(C+ li) {yl? + (1 + I?) tan" yk}(i - ~h')'

I='!~~hing moment.

The aerodynamic centre of the total lift produced by the control is defined by

X = iC~r = i(1 -1Jo)C,}
and

2 31? - 1 .
Y = 3 c~r----~r-
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.. (1.28)

Combining this result with the equation for the total lift (1.20), we obtain the pitching moment
produced by one control,

__ 2tanyk1/2 2
M - 8q~c~ (3 X h c~ r + (c, - c~ r)}. .. .. (1.27)

For symmetrical deflection of the two wing-tip controls we have in derivative form,

»c 8 k1 j 2

m2 = at = :3 T (1 - 1]on2 + 1]0) ,

the moment being referred to the apex of the wing.

Rolling moment.

From equation (1.26) and the expression for the total lift produced by the control (equation
. (1.20)), we obtain in a similar way the rolling moment produced by antisymmetrical control.

deflection.

In the usual derivative form this is, for a pair of controls,

(1 - 1]0)2
l~ = - '3!F\1k' {1]0(3k + 1) + (3k - I)} . .. (1.29)

Some numerical values are plotted in Fig. 18. These results are valid only when the two Mach
cones from the control apex do not intersect, and the limit for a delta wing of aspect ratio 2·31
is indicated.

Control with Supersonic Leading Edge.-Again, from Ref. 11 we have in the generally narrow
region of the control ahead of the Mach cone the pressure distribution

IJP 4~ k .
q - /3 y(k2 - 1) , k = (3 tan y > 1 , .. (1.30)

and inside the Mach cone from the apex of the control,

IJp _ 4~ k -1 (1 - kt)
q - 7J ny(k2 - 1) cos k - t

k > 1, - 1 :(; t :(; 1, and t = (3 YIX .
For k = 1,

IJP = 4~ J(1 + t)
q n(3 1-t'

(1.31)

(1.31a)

It is of interest to note that by superposition of two solutions it can be demonstrated that the
lift coefficient of the aileron based on the aileron area must have the two-dimensional value.
Detailed integration gives the two separate contributions.

Lift.

The lift induced on the wing is

L = 2q~ 2k [l_ ~ cos-
1

(11k)]
w (32 c., 2 n y(k2- 1) .

The lift on the control alone is,

L = 2q~ 2k [~+ ~ cos-
1

(11k)]
~ (32 C~r 2 n y(k2- 1) .
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In addition, we get the total lift which, in coefficient form based on aileron area, has the two
dimensional value

(1.34)

Thus, based on the wing area, we have for symmetrical deflection for a pair of controls,

4(1 - 'fJO)2
a2= y(M2 ~-I)' .. (1.35)

Hinge moment of control.
- _..---_._--

As in the preceding case the aerodynamic centres of the above loads are readily established.
For the control lift the co-ordinates of the aerodynamic centre are,

X = 1C;r = 1(1 - 'fJo)C,.
and

y = ~Q_ p 'fJo) c, l~ + ~\!(k2 _ Y?~ 2kIlos-TTilk1l ., (1.36)

= ~ Cr1; + ~-y(k2 ~~(~2J/JOS~1(1/k)I
Taken together with the lift produced on the control itself (equation (1.33)), these give the hinge
moment about any axis position. In particular for the axis perpendicular to the centre-line
we have

and

_ 2q~ 2 11 k cos-1 (11k) I 2 '
H - - p c., k 2 + ~ y(k2 _ 1)\ (-3 - ~It ) C;r .

Or in derivative form,

b = _ ~ \_~ _L ~ cos 1 (11J::J I (2 _ t: ')
2 (3121-ny(k2-1)\ "It·

Pitching moment.

The co-ordinates of the aerodynamic centre of the total lift are

X = 1c, r = 1.(1 - 'fJo)cr )

2 k tan y .
y = :3 2(3 C;r = -3-- c.,

.. (1.37)

.. (1.37a)

.. (1.38)

In terms of x, y, the co-ordinates are

(I.38a)

x = c, [1 - (~:327o)J = ~ (2 + 'fJo) }

y = 'fJoS + y =~tanY(2'fJo + 1)

Thus the pitching moment produced by deflection of one control is (from equations (1.38a) and
(1.34)) :

and

M = ~~ c;r2k ~ (2 + 1]0) ,

with reference to the apex of the wing.

.. (1.39)
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(I.39a)

For symmetrical control deflection we have, for two controls,

OCM 8 ( 2 )m 2 = ar- = 3/3 1 - r;o) (2 + r;o .

Rolling_~~l'Il~E!'

Equations (1.34) and (I.38a) enable us to evaluate another interesting quantity, namely, the
rolling moment due to antisymmetrically deflected controls.

In derivative form this is given by the following relatively simple relation for a pair of ailerons,

l~ = _ 2(1 - r; o1}2r;o + 1) ., (lAO)

Numerical results for M = 2·5 are shown in Fig. 18, with the same limitations as for equation
(1.29).

1.2. Sectional Values of the Derivatives.-To give data corresponding to those given in the
other two sections of this note we now consider the local or sectional derivatives. This implies
an integration in the chordwise direction, which is a natural direction at subsonic speeds, but not
at supersonic speeds where the pressure distribution is composed of conical fields. Accordingly
some of the integration is tedious, and is mostly dealt with in Appendix II.

all (l - 1]) = 4s V(l - r;2) = A v(l - r;2) .
ECr E

The sonic solution is obtained by making E ->- 1, and so is

all(l - r;) = AV(l - r;2) .

Pitching moment.

This again can be readily deduced from the results of Ref. 14, and

dM JX!d = fJP(x - Xl) dx
Y xl

= 4aq~ \v(l - r;2) + r;2 log (1 + y(l - r;2)) _ ./(1 _ 2)1.
E tan y I 2 2 n 'v n \

So that
mIl = oCm = ! (~)2 _1_J V(l - r;2) + ~2log (1 + V(l - r;2)) _ r;v(1 _ r;2) I

oa E c tan y I 2 2 1] \

or in terms of aspect ratio

(1 )2- A \. /('1 2) 21 (1 + V(l - r;2)) 2. /(1 2) ImIl - r; - 2E{ V(1 _ 1?2)} Iv - r; + 1] og r; - r; v - 1] \.
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Wing and Control with Supersonic Leading Edge.-Wing at Incidence, Control Neutral.-For the
region between the wing leading edge and the Mach cone we have the pressure distribution
given by equation (1.9), and behind the Mach cone we have that defined by equation (1.10).

Lift.

The sectional lift is given by a chordwise integration thus,

dL Iy oot
!' IXtti- = iJP1 dx + iJP2 dx .

Y ~ y~!,

Now x, = Y cot y, and y cot,u = (3y.

Thus,

I
y

cot It . 4aq tan y
Xl 11PI dx =;;Ck2 -=--n (cot It - cot y)y ,

and

I
x 11 P2 dx =~ 4aq ~an Y I¥t \cos· l (X + k~Y) + cos I (~~ ~ (3y) I dx
YlOtl' nV(k- 1) yeotl' I kx + (3y kx - (3y \

4aq tan y I -1 (X - k(3Y)
= nh:";(h2 _ 1) (hx - (3y) cos kx--=-73y

+ (l?X + (3y) cos-1 (X + h(3Y) IXt
kx + (3y ycot/.'

by Appendix II, and on inserting the limits we have,

I
Xt IJP2 dx = __4aq t~~ \ ik», _ (3y) cos" (Xt - h(3y)
ycotlt nkV(k - 1) I kx, - (3y

+ ikx, + (3y) cos" G~~+k~~) - n(3y(k - 1)\.

For a delta wing x, = c., and so finally we get for this wing,

.. (1.44)

~L = __4aC[~~?-~ [(kc _ (3y) cos- I (C r
- k(3y) + (hc + (3y) cos- 1 (C r + k(3Y)J

dy nkV(h2- 1) r kc, - (3y r kc, + (3y

4aq tan YC r [ -tl (1 - 1]k2
) I -tl (1 + 1]k2

) IJ
= ;;~(h2 -='--1) (1 - 1]) cos II(1 _ 17) \ + (1 + 1]) cos Ik(i + 1]) \ .

In the derivative form this is

(I.4S)

.. (1.46)

which can be expressed in terms of the wing aspect ratio A by writing tan y = Aj4 and
h = (3 tan y = (3Aj4.

Pitching moment.

The pitching moment locally about the leading edge of the chord is given by

dM IflY Jx t

({- = IJPIx dx + IJP2X dx .
Y «: fly
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But

J
flY 4aq tan Y JflY
Xl iJPI X dx = y(k2 _ 1) «i X dx

_ fj.aq tan Y ((32 2_ 2)
- y(k2 _ 1) Y x,

2aq tan Y ( 2 2 2 t2 )
= y(k2 _ 1) (3 Y - Y co Y ,

and

J
XI JXt 4aq tan Y \ -1 (X + k(3Y) -1 (X - k(3Y) I
fly iJP2X dx = fly ny(k2_ 1) Icos kx + (3y + cos kx _ (3y \ X dx

_ 4aq tan Y I (32y2y(k2
- 1)1 { +. /( 2_ (32 2)}

- ny(k2 _ 1) k2 og X V X . Y

+ (~~2~_ri) Icos" (~j-__~(3y) + cos-1 (~=-_ k(3J!.) III Xt
2k2 i kx + (3y kx - (3y I fly

= J:aq tan y_ [P~Y~Y(k~-=-_!) log (Xt + Y(Xt~-=-rYJ)
ny(k2 - 1) k2 (3y

+ (k2Xt2 - (32y2) I -1 (Xt + k(3y) + -1 (Xt - k(3y) 1 _ ~_2y2n(k2_-~J
2k2 Icos kx, + (3y cos kx, - (3y j 2k~ .

For the particular case of the delta wing X t = c., so that if we set y = rjS and note that sic, = tan y
and that k = fJ tan Y, we may write

J:: iJP2X dx = ~~(~2t~ {) [rj2 y(k2- 1) log C+ y~lrj - k
2rj 2))

+ (1 - 'YJ2) \cos:' ( 1 + k
2'YJ

) + cos-1 ( 1 - k
2'YJ

) 1 _ n(k
2

- 1) rj2J .
2 I k(1 + 'YJ) k(l - 'YJ) j 2

Similarly,

J
PY Ap d 2aq tan Y 2 2(k2 1)
Xl LJ IX X = y(k2 _ 1) C; 'YJ - .

From which it follows that

dM = 4aqcr
2

tan Y [ 2. /(k2_ 1) 10 (1 + y(l - k
21]2))

dy ny(k2 - 1) 'YJ 'v g k1]

(1 - rj2) \ -1 ( 1 + k
2'YJ

) -1 ( 1 - k
21]

) IJ+ 2 Icos k(1 + 'YJ) + cos Ii[1- rj)\ .

In derivative form this is

.. (1.48)

= oem = 4tany [ 2. /(k2 _ 1)1 (1 + y(l - k2rj 2))
mIl oa n(l _ 'YJ)2 y(k2_ 1) 'YJ 'v og k'YJ

(1 - rj2) I 1 ( 1 + k
2'YJ

) 1 ( 1 - k
21]

) 1J (149)+ 2 Icos- k(l + rj) + cos- k(l - rj) \ . .. .

This result can be expressed in terms of fJ and A if we use the relations A = 4 tan r and
k = fJ tan y = fJ A14 .

Turning now to the effect of control deflection we again consider the two speed regimes
separately.
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Control with Subsonic leading Edge.~Wing at Zero Incidence, Control Deflected through an
A ngle ~.~The pressure distribution is already given in the corresponding paragraph of Section
1.1 (equation (1.17)), and it remains to perform the necessary chordwise integrations.

Lift.

For the local or sectional lift over the control we have

t!f = IX/ iJP dX
dy Xl

= n:r1~~2k)I:: J(k~+ ~~) dX

= ~(1j !q~ot y) I:: J(x~-t~~ J!) dX ,

which by the 4th integral of Appendix II,

== ((/ 8q~ ··-t· ·)-1 y{(X + [1Y)(X - Y cot yn
n I' co Y

- ~ (fJ + cot y) log l~~~~t~~~ +~~~---~~~}~n1::~ Y cot Y

= ;lr!QioTy) [y{(X t + fJY)(X I - Y cot y)}

- ~ (fJ + cot y) log 1~~~>t~;~}+-~~i~-- -~ -~~~~~ ~J .
For the delta wing XI = c., .

In this case

~L = 8q~c;r [Y{(I _ ')(1 + k; 'n
dy n({J + cot y) n }

_ ~'({J tan y + 1) I \ y(I + k1]') - Y(~-=-i) iJ
2 tan y og i y(l + k1]') + y(l - 1]') \ '

where 1}' = Y/s;, and so

In derivative form we thus have

a2 1(1 - 1]') = n(l--~h) [tan yy{(1 - 1]')(1 + k1]')}

, \y(I + k1]') - y(l - 1]') IJ
- (1 + h)r; log l----y~{rj'(k + I)} i.l '

.. (1.50)

.. (1.51)

(1.51a)

By means of the transformation rj' = (ry - 1]0)/(1 - 1]0) we can express this in terms of 1], the
non-dimensional spanwise distance from the wing root chord.
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For the part of the wing affected by control deflection the integration extends from the Mach
cone to the trailing edge of the wing, thus for this part of the wing

dL = IXt fJP dX
dY lYl cot u

8q!; IXt J( X + flY )
= n(fl + cot y) lYl cot jz X - Y cot y dX

8q!; [
= n(fl + cot y) y{(X t - Y cot y)(X t + flY)}

Y \y(X t - Y cot y) - y(X t + flY) IJ
-- 2: ({J + cot y) log 1y(X

t
- Y cot y) + y(X

t
+ flY) \ .

For the delta wing we set X, = CO" and so obtain

~~ = n~l;k) [tan yy{(l + k1],)(1 - 1)')}

_ '(1 + k) log \y(l - 1)') - y(l + k1)')lJ
1) 1 y{-1)'(l+k)} i.l '

which in derivative form is

a2 1(1 - 1)') = n(C~ k) [tan yy{(1 - 1)')(1 + k1)')}

, \y(l -1)') - y(l + k1)')IJ
- (1 + k)1) log I y{ - 1)'(1-+ kn-~ \ .

This also can be expressed in terms of 1) by use of the transformation given above.

Pitching moment.

.. (1.52)

(1.52a)

.. (1.53)

Taking moments about the leading edge and integrating chordwise we have, over the control

- 8q!; IX t (X _ X ) J(_X + [3 Y ) dX
- n (fl + cot y) x I I X - Y cot y .

Using the results of Appendix II, integrals 4 and 5, this can be written

.. (1.54)

dM = 8q!; [y{(X t + [3Y)(X t - Y cot y)} {(X + [3Y) + (X _ Y cot )}
dy n(fl+coty) 4 ttY

+ Y 2([3 + cot y)2 l \y(X t + [3Y) - y(X t - Y cot y}/J (1.55)
8 og Iy(X t + [3Y) + y(X t - Y cot y) \ ...
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For delta wing with half-delta control Xl = c"" thus:

~M = . 8q~c"r2 _[Y{(1 + k~JL!._=--i)J {(I + k1]') + (1 - 1]/)}
dy n(f3 + cot y) 4

+ 1]/2 tan2y(f3 + cot y)2 log IYJl__±.5!iJ - y(1 - 1]/) IJ
8 /\/(1 + k1]/) + v!(1 - 1]/) \

= ~_~q.~~c_/_. [v!{(1 + k1],)(1 -1]/)}{(1 + 1?1]') + (1 - 1]/)}
n(f3 + cot y)

+ /2(1 + k)2log \Y:'iL+ k1]/) - v!(1 - 1]') IJ
1] I v!{1]/(1 + k)} \.

In derivative form this is

m == ag,n = ---__ .._ .. 2____ ... [v!{(1 k1]')(1 -1]/)}f(1 + k1]') + (1 - 1]')}
21 a~ n(f3 + cot y)(l - 1]/)2 l

+ 1] '2( 1 + k)2log ly (!...:+Jt~\T+\~1--=2J lJ.
This can in turn be expressed in terms of 1] if desired.

.. (1.56)

(1.56a)

.. (1.58)

.. (1.57)

Lift is induced over part of the wing - 11k ~ 1] / ~ 0 and for this part of the span the local
pitching moment is given by

dM IXId = LJP(X - Xl) dX ,
y IYI cot I'

where of course IY I cot fl = f31 Y I·
This yields

m2 1 = nUl + CO/Y)(1 .: 1]/)2 [v!{(1 + k1]')(1 - 1]')}{(1 + k1]') + (1 - 1]/)}

+ 1],2(1 + k)2log \Yi~~.!IL-=-:iL!_± k1]') IJ
( y{ - 1]/(1 + k)} i.l

Control with Sapersonic Leading Edge.s--Wing at Zero Incidence, Control Deflected through an
Angle ~.~.

Lift.

The pressure distribution is given in the corresponding paragraph of Section 1.1, and we have
for the sectional lift produced over the control by control deflection, using equations (1.30)
and (1.31),

.~~ = I:~ 1~~V(k2k=T) dX + I:: ~.~~ ~\7ci:-= i) cos-
1
(-\- ~t)dX, (1.59)

where X o = f3Y and t = f3YIX.

The necessary integration has been performed in Appendix II, and it follows that, for
o ~ 1]/ ~ 11k,

~t = ~p-Jt~k --i) [e~~·IT-EY) cos-
1 (~;_3.~~)

+ fL'!.-YJr - .n log l~l + V!(;; - f3
2Y2

) ~J .
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Or in derivative form, for 0 ~ 1"1' ~ 11k,

4 tan y [ , -1 [1 - k
2r/ J

a21= n(1 _ r/h/(k2_ 1) (1 - 1] ) cos k(1 - 1]')

+ 1]'y(k2- 1) IOgll + y~~-: k
21]'2)IJ,

where k = [3 tan y.

For sections lying ahead of the Mach cone we have simply

(1.60a)

4 tany
a21= -J(k2 - 1) ; .. (1.61)

.. (1.62)

.. (1.65)

For that part of the wing affected by control deflection, that is, - 11k ~ 1]' ~ 0, we have on
performing the required integration and after reducing to non-dimensional form,

4 tan y [ , -1 II - k21] ' I
a21= n(1 _ 1]')y(k2_ 1) (1 - 'YJ ) cos Ik(I-1]') \

+ 1]'y(k2- 1) log jl + ~(I~~ k
21]'2)n.

All these derivatives can, of course, be expressed in terms of 1], the non-dimensional distance in
terms of wing semi-span.

Pitching moment.

Over the control itself the local pitching moment about the leading edge is given by

dM 4q~k JXo 4q~k JXI -1 (1 - kt) T

dy = [3y(k2 - i) Xl (X - Xl) dx + n[3y(k2 _ 1) XD~PYCOS k _ t (X - Xl) dX . (1.63)

On inserting from Appendix II, with the limits of integration, we have, after collecting terms,

d~ _ 4q~ k [(kX I - [3Y)2 -1 (XI - k(JY)
dy - (J y(k2- 1) 2nk2 cos kX I - (JY

_ [32Y
2

y(k2 _ 1) log (XI + y(X 1
2

- [32 Y2)) + (JY y(k2 _ l)y(X 2 _ (J2 Y2)J
~~ (JY ~ I

2q~k [( 2 -1 (XI - k(JY)= n(Jy(k2- 1) XI - Y cot y) cos kX I - (JY

_ Y2cot" yy(k2 _ 1) log (XI +y(~~ - (J2Y2))

+ Y cot yy(k2 - l)y(Xl - (J2Y2)J . .. (1.64)

For delta wing, with half-delta control, XI = c~rJ and Y cot y = 1]'C~r' Thus for this combina
tion, and for 0 ~ 1]' ~ 11k,

dM 2q~kc~/ [(1 ')2 -d 1 - k
21]' I

dy = n(Jy(k2- 1) - 1] cos Ik(1 - 1]') \

- 1]'2y(k2- 1) log C+ y~I1]-: k
21]'2))

+ 1]'y(k2- l)y(1 - k21]'2)J .
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In derivative form this is

m 2 1 ==~(1 ~~-+9(k2=-1) [(1 - TJ')2 cos" li(1 k
2
:f;)!

- Tj'\/(k2- 1) log e---±_Y_~n,~2TJ~) + 11'y(k2
- l)y(1 - k2TJ'2)J ' ..

which is expressible in terms of 1] for all previous derivatives.

(1.65a)

.. (1.67)

In the region of the wing defined by - I!k ,s:; 1]' ,s:; 0, where there is an induced lift behind
the Mach cone, we have merely the integral from X o = (J IY I to the wing trailing edge thus,

~~~f = I::PIYi n{30k~1?-'--I) cos--
1 (\~-A~) (X - Xl) dX. .. (1.66)

Integration yields, for our special case,

dM 2qO~c</ [(1 ')2-1 ~ 1 - 1~2Tj' !
:.c.c: - -fj cos

dy ;r{/y(k 2
- 1) k(1 - TJ')

- 'f]'2y (k2- 1) log C+~}I~il~-~'J) + Tj'y(k2 - l)y(1 - k2)'f] '2J ' ..

or in derivative form,

m2== Jr(I=~,j~vv~2~ 1) [(1 - TJ')2 cos-
1 1}(1~2~,')!

- 'fj'2y(l~2 - 1) loge + ~(IITJl k2~J) + TJ'y(k 2 - l)y(1 - k2rj' 2)J .

This is again expressible in terms off] by means of the relation given earlier.

For those sections which are ahead of the Mach cone we have simply

2 tan r
m; 1== y(1i2-- 1)

for I!k ,s:; TJ' ,s:; 1.

APPENDIX II

II.1.1. Some Integrals Required in the Supersonic Theory.

Is y210g [~±_Y(S2 - y21J dy.
Yo y

Integrating by parts we have

I
~;~ log [Sf_v (S2 --=2J] Is + ~ IS y3 ~y 2

3 Y _ Yo 3 Yo Yy (s - y )

_ y03 ts + y(S2 - )'0
2)) SI 1 2 2 S2. _1Y15

-.- -y-log i----;;-0---- \ +3 - 2YY(S - y) + 2 sm S Yo

= _ 'yo~ log \~_f V' (S2 --=_2'0.2) ( +! \~s~ + 1 Yo' /(S2 _ Y 2) _ ~ sin -1 Yo I
3 I Yo \ 3! 4 2. V 0 2 s \ .
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II. 1.2. Jcos" (X - fJky) dx and Jcos" (X + fJky) dx .
kx - fJy kx + fJy

With C1 = fJy in the first integral and - fJy in the second, we may write both integrals in the
form,

J (X - kG)cos" 1 dx.kx - G1 .

To integrate this put

X - kG1 G1(k - %)u = or x = ~-=---,-

kx - G1 1 - ku '
so that

dx Gl (l?2- 1)
du = (1 - kU)2

and the integrals become

G1(k2 - 1)Jcos- 1 u-,»: du~__ .
(1 - hU)2

Integrating this by parts we have

2 [ cos" U 1J du J
G1(h - 1) + k(l _ ku) + Ii (1 - kuh/(l _ u2)

[
COS-l U 1J dz J

= G1(h
2

- 1) + k(l _ ku) + Ii y{(h2 - 1)z2 + 2z - 1}

with (1 - ku) = liz, so that finally we have

2 [COS-
1U 1 1(k2- 1)z + 1 . 2 2 IJ

G1(k - 1) + k(I--=- ku) + 'kv(l~~ -1) log -'vl(k2-=-f) + y{(k - l)z + 2z - 1}\

which apart from constant terms can be written

(k2_ 1) [+ COS-
11J.. + 1 1 1k(k - u) + ky(k2 - l)y(l - j.(2) IJ

G1 k(l _ ku) ky(k2_ 1) og (1 - ku) \

or in terms of x,
1 (x - kc ) G • l(k2

- 1)_ (kx - G ) cos-1 1 + iv log {x + A l(x2_ C 2)}k 1 (l?x - G
1

) kV l,

since
k(k - u) kx
1 - ku - G1

and

11.1.3. The integrals

Jx cos" (X - k fJY) dx and Jx cos:' (X + k fJY) dx .
kx - fJy kx + fJy

Again we write G1 = fJy and - fJy respectively, so that both integrals can be considered in the
form,

J (X - kG)X cos-1 1 dx.
kx - G1
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We make the same substitution as in (2) and obtain

2(k2 1) J( -1) (k - U) d
C1 - cos U (1 _ ku) 3 U

The second integral is evaluated in (2) so we need only consider the first term. Integrating by
parts we get

To evaluate the remaining integral consider the function

Then

Thus

f=Y~~J
(1 - ku)

df ky(1 - u 2
) u

du -(f - kU)2- - (1 - ku)y(l - u2)

k-u
-- 0- ku)2\7(r=-u~

--= C?2 k 1) (r~1~uPv(r=U2) + k(1 _ kU)~-(1 _ )'£2) .

which in terms of x becomes (see (2)),

c
1
(k2 k Ip72 y(x2

- C1
2) - (k2~ 1)3/210g {x + V (x2

- cj
2
)} .

Collecting terms, we have finally

J (X - kc )
X cos- 1

kx _ c: dx

C 2. /(k 2
- 1) C (X - kc )

= 1 V 2k2· log {x + y(x2
- CI

2)} + k~ (kx - cJ cos-1 kx _ c:

apart from a constant term.

On inserting f3y and - f3y for C1 we have the two integrals required.
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ILIA.

Let

then

fJG + ~:) dx.

2 X + C1u=-
X - C2 '

. (C1 + C2)

x - C2 = 2 1u -

Then the integral is

f ~t ~: du

- f[( - )+ dx - (c1 + c2
) ] d- x C2 U d 2 1 Uu u-

(C1 + c2) (U - 1)- u(x - C ) - --- log --
- 2 2 u+l·

Or in terms of x it is

ILLS.

Let
2 X + C1U = ----------

X - c2 '

so that

X _ (c1 + c2)
- C2 - -2--1 .u -

The integral becomes

f dX
Xu du du.

To evaluate this we note that

~ \~ (X _ )2/ _ X dX _ dX + (X - C2)2
du /2 C2 \ - u du C2u du 2

_ dX . dX (c1 + C2) 2

- Xu du - C2U du + 2(u2 _ 1)2·
Thus

f dX d U )2 \ ( (C1+ C2) I (U - 1) I
Xu d~t U = 2 (X - C2 + /U X - C2) - 2 og u + 1 \ C2

_ (c1 + C2) 2 f du
2 (u2 - 1)2 .

This last integral is easily evaluated with the substitution

u = sec () ,
and is

f du 1\u 1 (U - 1) I
(u2 - 1)2 = - 21u2 - 1 + 2log u + 1 \.
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Thus

fx1£~~ d1£ = 1!J~ 2_~2)2 + c2 j1£(X - C2) - (C11c2) log (: + DI
+ (c~± C2)2 [ 1£ + llog (1£ - I)J

4 1£2 - 1 2 1£ + 1

= 2! (X2 _ C2) + 1£(C1 + C2)2 _ (C1 + c2)(3c2 - c1) '10 (1£ - !)
2 2 4(%2 - 1) 8 g 1£ + 1

= V{(X + cl)(X - c2)} (2X + C
1
+ 3c2)4

_ (c1+ c2)(3c2- c1) log jV(X + c1) =_yl(~_=-_~~) I
8 V(X + c1) + V(X - c2) \ •

11.2. Some Integrals Required in the Sonic Theory.-Here we use the following abbreviations:

r, = ~ [X-y1Yo log F 1 + J(1 - ;:;) COS-l~J '

F _ yl2 - YYo + V(YI2- Y02)V(Y/ - y 2)

1- Yllyo - yl

Then the following integrals can be checked by differentiation:

fY'/IFody = 6~ [(y - y02) (2y + Yo) log F1 - (Y12 - Y02)3/2 COS-1;:1

- (y - yoh/(y/ - y02)V(yI2 - y2) - 2(y 12 - y2)3/2 COS--l~~J

fy,Fody = i;; [(y - yo)210g F 1 - V( y 12 - y02) Vyl2 - y2) + YV( y I2 - y2) COS-l~:

+ COS_l;:~ lYoV(y l2 - y02) - yl2 cos-l~:lJ .

They enable us to calculate forces and moments acting on the wing, on the aileron and the
, complementary' aileron (see Section).

For the calculation of the pitching moment on a wing with a moving tip (Yo = const) and a
straight leading edge (Yl = x cot A, dx = tan A dYl), we require the integrals:

and



TABLE 1

Low-Speed Results (M = 0)

----~~~~~--~ -~-----------

I Antisymmetrical Symmetrical
Wing

Control control control deflection Incidence
span Method of deflection

aspect ratio fairing -- - -------- _.--- I--~-

-I
.'.. _- ---_. .. _-_., •..,--~ ------- ... _--------- - --._-_...- .. ".'----'-

ratio
SI;/S

I I I I
-ll; b2 i. a2 -m2 ~ -1n:l bi

I 0·261

- ,

I
Multhopp · . 0·0788 ( 0·0925 0·2257 0·2704 0·4371 2·422 2·854 1·002
unfaired .. · . 0·0622 0·0686 0·0639 0·2005 0·3330

2·31
0·3354 Multhopp · . 0·1124 0·1797 0·1961 0·4116 0·6480 i 2·422 2·854 0·8515

--~

I
0·261 Multhopp · . ! 0·0680 0·1143 0·1382 0·2391 0·3903 2·075 2·491 0·8038

unfaired .. · . I 0.0542 0·0228 0·0033 0·1799 I 0·3004
1·848 I

0·3354 Multhopp · . 0·0967 0·1174 0·1336 0·3661 I 0·5822
unfaired .. · . 0·1077 0·1663 0·1823 0·4126 . 0·6529 2·075 2·491 0·6847

-~---

0'261~-1 Multhopp · . 0·0556 0·0714 0·0826 0·2034 0·3365 1·684 2:062 0·5906
elliptic fairing ·. 0·0518 0·0536 0·0493 0·1858 0·3116

1·386
0·0781 I 0·3058[ 0·3354 Multhopp · . 0·0783 0·0606 0·4951 1·684 2·062 0·4735

elliptic fairing · . 0·0852 0·0830 0·0840 I 0·3418 0·5459
I

-,--,-',,-,-._'--------- --_.,,-,--'-------_._- ~ -'.----- . --"."-,...,-------------- ~ -~--~
---_._._~'_......_._-

TABLE 2

Wing of Aspect Ratio 2·31 at Various Mach Numbers

----

I

Antisymmetrical I Symmetrical
control control deflection Incidence

M SI;/S
Method of deflection

I fairing

I I I I

,

I
I

-II; b2 b2

I I
i.

I
a2 -m2 al -mi

0·261 Multhopp · . 0·0788 0·1925 0'22571 0·2704 0·4371 2·422 2·854 1·002
unfaired .. · . 0·0622 0·0686 0·0639 0·2005 0·3330

0
0·3354 Multhopp ·. 0·1124 0·1797 0·1961 0·4116 0·6480 2·422 2·854 I 0·8515

-
3·114 I 1·0050·261 Multhopp · . 0·8850 0·1429 0·1728 0·2988 0·4879 2·593

i

unfaired .. · . 0·0678 0·0285 0·0042 0·2249 0·3755
0·6

0·3354 Multhopp · . i O. i208 0·1468 0·1670 0·4516 0·7278 2·593 3·114 0·8559
unfaired .. · . 0·1346 0·2079 0·2278 0·5158 0·8161

0·261 Multhopp · . 0·0927 0·1190 0·1377 0·3389 0' 5609
1

2·807 3·436 0·9843
elliptic fairing · . 0·0864 0·0893 0·0822 0·3097 0·5194 .

0·8 !

0·3354 Multhopp ·. 0·1306 0·1010 0·1302 0·5096 0·8252 1 2·807 3·436 0·7892
elliptic fairing .. 0·1420 0·1384 0·1400 0·5696 0. 9098

1

---_ ..._-----'----- . _,.. -----------._--------_._-_.,-_._.,-. _...... _......',----- _..._-------------
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X

FIG. la. An all-moving wing-tip control fitted to typical wings, the sections
of which consist of one segment only.

1-------- S

~

FIG. lb. An all-moving wing-tip control fitted to a wing, the spanwise
sections of which consist, in part, of two segments.
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FIG. 5. Comparison of spanwise loading
and aerodynamic-centre locus due to
antisymmetric control deflection for a delta
wing (A = 2,31) at M = 0, 0·6 and 0·8
or for three delta wings (A = 2· 31, 1· 848,
and 1· 386) at low speed (M = 0) (Control

span ratio 0·261).

FIG. 6. Spanwise loading and aero
dynamic-centre locus for a delta wing
(A = 2·31) at M = 0,0·6 and 0·8 or three
delta wings (A = 2,31, 1·848 and 1,386)
at M = 0 fitted with controls of span ratio

O·261 deflected symmetrically.
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